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Human-machine communication

 applications comfortable and friendly to 
users

 communication in the user’s native 
language

 knowledge of the language
 From where? → From (annotated) corpora.



Annotated corpora
 source of information 

on natural language 
structure 
 theoretical linguistics
 natural language 

processing
 supervised learning 

methods
 ...

  the more data, 
the better

(e.g. Prague dependency treebanks)



Data, more data, even more data

 1969
 Brown corpus of 1M tokens

 1994
 British National Corpus of 100M tokens

 2006
 Web 1T 5gram of 1,024,908,267,229 tokens 



An alternative way of annotation



Human computation
 The idea: there is a lot of things

 that humans have no problem with, but
 computers cannot yet solve.
 I.e. tasks trivial for humans, but very 

challenging for computers.
 How to address these things? Human 

computation. 
 Use massive groups of networked human 

minds to solve the problem that computers 
cannot.

 Hot issue over the last decade.



In other word, crowd-sourcing



Human computation - examples

 Voluntary
  Wikipedia, Open source software

 Motivation by money
  Amazon Mechanical Turk

 Motivation by fun
  Games with a purpose

 No other choice
  CAPTCHA/reCAPTCHA



Wikipedia



Amazon Mechanical Turk



CAPTCHA, reCAPTCHA



Games with a Purpose (1)
 By Lenore Blum and Luis von Ahn.
 The users enjoy playing the games.
 The players perform basic tasks that cannot be 

automated.
 The players work simply by playing the game.
 The data are generated as a by-product of the 

game.
 If the game is enjoyable, it brings human 

resources and saves financial resources.
 The game popularity brings more game sessions 

and thus more annotated data.



Games with a Purpose (2) 
 Key issues:

 mechanisms that make the game enjoyable,
 mechanisms that guarantee the game output is 

correct, i.e. quantity vs. quality
 correctness
 fidelity
 usability
 applicability

If we get the players’ 
agreement on the output
then we can expect more 
reliable results. 





“A total of 13,630 people played the ESP 
Game during this time [August 9 - 
December, 2003], generating 1,271,451 
labels for 293,760 different images. Over 
80% of the people played on more than 
one occasion. Furthermore, 33 people 
played more than 1,000 games (this is 
over 50 hours playing the game).“

Luis von Ahn, 2004

Remarkable gwap.com statistics



Let’s turn text annotation into games



Annotation     vs.         Game
 linguists goal, team  crowd of Internet users, 

motivation needed

 theoretical linguistic      
 framework

input knowledge  no linguistic knowledge

 e.g. single, parallel strategy  [single|double|...]-player 
game 

 guidelines, annotation 
schemes

instructions  what can (not) the 
players do

 editor environment  game implementation

 evaluation evaluation  evaluation

cheaper and faster



Texts vs. video vs. audio
 observing images
 listening to tunes
 reading texts
... In the year 1878 I took my degree of Doctor of Medicine of the University 
of London, and proceeded to Netley to go through the course prescribed for 
surgeons in the army. Having completed my studies there, I was duly 
attached to the Fifth Northumberland Fusiliers as Assistant Surgeon. The 
regiment was stationed in India at the time, and before I could join it, the 
second Afghan war had broken out. On landing at Bombay, I learned that 
my corps had advanced through the passes, and was already deep in the 
enemy's country. I followed, however, with many other officers who were in 
the same situation as myself, and succeeded in reaching Candahar in 
safety, where I found my regiment, and at once entered upon my new 
duties... 



Text GWAPs so far

 PhraseDetectives – anaphora resolution
 Jinx – word sense disambiguation 
 Verbosity – collecting common-sense facts
 OntoGames – semantic content annotation



Phrase Detectives (1)



Phrase Detectives (2)



Our contribution

  Play the Language: LGame portal
 text GWAPs

 coreference, language modelling

  Elysium
 an annotation editor for school kids

  morphology, syntax

 educational aspect for children’s learning activities



LGame - basic features

1. Playing the games requires no extra 
knowledge of the language in question.

2. The game rules are language 
independent.

3. Parallel data uploaded into the sessions.





Shannon Game

 A game of intentionally hidden words in 
the sentence; players guess them.

 For two players only; could be for one, too. 



Shannon Game



Shannon Game



Shannon Game



Shannon Game



Shannon Game – Scoring Func.

For each guessed word:
  40 pts – if 1st guess correct
  20 pts – if 2nd guess correct
  10 pts – if 3rd guess correct
 -10 pts – if not guessed correctly

For 2 words: -20 ... 80 pts



Shannon Game – Data Prep.

Arthur Conan Doyle: A Study in Scarlet
 free to use
 many translations
 free audio book

Only sentences without punctuation and of certain 
length selected.

Sentence segmentation, tokenization, (proper 
name recognition).



Place the Space

 A game of intentionally hidden spaces in 
the sentence; players restore them.

 For a single player.



Place the Space



Place the Space



Place the Space



Place the Space – Scoring Func.

Score(Player) = 100 * F1(Player, Correct)

Positions in text are given by the sequence of 
characters without spaces.

F1 = 2 * P * R / (P + R)
Precision = # correctly guessed / # guesses
Recall = # correctly guessed / # correct



Place the Space – Data Prep.

Arthur Conan Doyle: A Study in Scarlet

 only sentences without punctuation and of 
certain length selected

 sentence segmentation, tokenization



PlayCoref

 A game of marking coreferential pairs in 
the document.

 For a single player or for two players.



PlayCoref



PlayCoref



PlayCoref



PlayCoref



PlayCoref



PlayCoref – Scoring Function

Score(Player A) =

   λ1 * F1(Player A, Player B)

+ λ2 * F1(Player A, ACR or Manual)

+ λ3 * min(12,sentences)/12

(and multiplied by 100; Σ(λi) = 1, λi > 0)



PlayCoref – Scoring Function



PlayCoref – Scoring Function



PlayCoref – Data Preparation

Arthur Conan Doyle: A Study in Scarlet

 analysis up to the tectogrammatical layer using 
TectoMT modules; it includes simple named 
entity recognition

 manual annotation of coreference (automatic 
procedures – too low accuracy)



Elysium 
 to involve school kids in annotation
 offer them a language independent 

annotation editor 
 grammar practicing 
 not as enthusiastically as playing games
 they do not have other choice



Elysium as a part of the STYX system (1)





exercise book

more annotated data Charon

exercises

Styx: 
practicing with key answers

sentences by school kids

Elysium: practicing

transformation

sentence annotation by        
school kids

Prague 
Dependency 

Treebank

Elysium as a part of the STYX system (2)



Elysium (1)



Elysium  -  Tools->Options->Tagsets



Elysium  -  New (3)

Kids        are       looking forward  to           a visit           to Prague    in       December.



Elysium  -  analyses (4)



A competition before Christmas 2010

December 6-16, 2010



“Although interesting as a topic, I would 
question the originality of the proposition 
and the possibility of the team to 
complete the research within the project.” 

An anonymous reviewer, summer 2008



Text GWAPs

 open-ended stories
 hard to predict success or failure in 

advance
 simply, they have to be tried ...
 Are we able to attract the Internet users to 

play our games? ... We are looking 
forward to your feedback 



Links & References
 British National Corpus http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
 Brown Corpus http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brown_Corpus
 Elysium http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/styx/news_en.html
 GWAP http://gwap.com
 100K ESP game sample 

http://server251.theory.cs.cmu.edu/ESPGame100k.tar.gz
 Jinx Seemakurty N., Chu J., von Ahn, L., Tomasic, 

A.: Word Sense Disambiguation via Human 
Computation, KDD-HCOMP’10, Washington, CD, 
USA, 2010.

 LGame http://www.lgame.cz
 OntoGames http://ontogame.sti2.at/
 PageHunt Ma H., Chandrasekar, R., Quirk, Ch., Gupta, A.: 

Page Hunt: Improving Search Engines Using Human 
Computation Games. SIGIR’09, Boston, MA, USA, 
2009. 

 Phrase Detectives http://anawiki.essex.ac.uk/phrasedetectives/
 STYX system http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/styx
 Verbosity game http://gwap.com
 Web 1T 5-gram 

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2006T13
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